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Forcing the Moment to Its Crisis: Thoughts on Pay-PerView and the Perpetual Access Ideal
by Patrick L. Carr (Electronic & Continuing Resources Acquisitions Coordinator, Joyner Library, East Carolina University,
Greenville, NC 27858-4353) <CARRP@ecu.edu>

M

any in the library profession insist on
the crucial importance of securing
perpetual access rights for acquisitions in electronic formats. In a widely cited
article, for example, Jim Stemper and Susan
Barribeau assess the current environment for
perpetual access and advocate that, when negotiating e-journal acquisitions, libraries “should
consider making the lack of perpetual access
rights a deal breaker.”1 Ross Atkinson goes
further, asserting that the inability to secure
satisfactory perpetual access provisions represented “the greatest single failure of research
libraries in the past decade.”2 One outcome of
such declarations has been a sentiment among
librarians that, while it may not have a discernable impact on services to patrons, not attaining
perpetual access provisions is nevertheless
a “failure” — it offends the traditional ideal
that libraries must preserve information for
potential use in the future.
From such a perspective, there is little to
recommend the pay-per-view (PPV) model.
Here, a library creates an account with a content
provider through which authenticated patrons
can purchase articles at the library’s expense.
Despite its payment, the library retains no ownership of the content. What’s more, the library
lacks even the ability to provide other patrons
with access: such rights are generally restricted
to the patron who initiated the transaction and
no one else. Therefore, PPV is an affront to the
perpetual access ideal. It dismisses the concept
of the library as what Thomas H. Teper has
termed a “memory institution” focused on the
long-term preservation.3 To play on Teper’s
words, the library
instead becomes
akin to a randomaccess memory institution primarily
committed to meeting patrons’ immediate needs without
much concern for
warehousing information.
But despite
PPV’s lack of perpetual access provisions, the model has become
a hot topic. For example, in addition to this
special issue of Against the Grain, PPV was
the subject of presentations at the 2009 ALA,
NASIG, and the Charleston Conference.4
The reasons for the model’s appeal are
easy to understand. Due in part to libraries’
widespread acquisitions of “big deal” publisher packages, patrons have come to expect
quick and expansive access to journal content.
However, budget cuts make it more difficult
than ever to meet these expectations. Indeed,
because of the large portion of expenditures
required to pay for publisher packages, many

libraries are no longer able to make do with
decreases in their monographic budgets and
cancelations of individual subscriptions. Instead, they are being forced to consider breaking up publisher packages. If libraries opt to
retain subscriptions just to selected journals
within a package, there will be a major decrease
in patrons’ access: they will continue to have
access to individually subscribed journals but
lose access to all of the publisher’s other journals. Through its radical disaggregation of the
content being acquired — transitioning from
the publisher’s largest unit of content, a “big
deal” package, to its smallest unit of content,
individual articles — PPV offers a solution
whereby libraries can continue to provide a
level of access that is comparable to the expansiveness of a package but at what is in many
cases a significantly reduced cost.
But PPV is not without its problems — and I
am not just referring to the model’s lack of perpetual access provisions. For example, Paul
Harwood and Albert Prior report that, when
the model was trialed in the United Kingdom,
the ten participating libraries experienced increased administrative burdens and decreased
fiscal control.5 Research that I conducted in the
spring of 2009 suggests that these two problems are being experienced to a lesser extent
by libraries in the United States.6 However,
my research also showed that — while, in
general, libraries that have implemented PPV
have been pleased with the results — there are
other problems, including financial trepidations
that the model introduces among patrons and
a lack of enthusiasm about and uptake of the
model among publishers.
Time will reveal
the extent to which
the problems associated with PPV
are resolved. However, even if PPV
in its present form
never becomes a
dominant acquisition model, its arrival as a point of
focus within the profession remains important.
It marks a decisive juncture, a point that — to
paraphrase T. S. Eliot — forces the current
moment in the profession to its crisis.7 Indeed,
there is a growing disconnect between patrons’
expectations for immediate access to a broad
range of content and the adequacy of budgets to
meet those expectations through conventional
means. PPV offers an unconventional possibility to help bridge the disconnect, but exploring
this route means that librarians must compromise their ideals about perpetual access.
Has the time come for such compromises?
For many, I suspect the answer may be yes.
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Budget cuts are forcing librarians to make
painful decisions, and, in this context, it seems
sensible to explore all avenues for reducing
e-resource costs without reducing access — including those that are at odds with the perpetual
access ideal. PPV is an important example of
such an avenue, but it is not unique. Other
ways in which the rejection of the perpetual
access ideal can enable libraries to maintain
access while reducing costs include:
• cancelling subscriptions to journals with
current issues available through full-text
aggregators;
• downgrading journal subscriptions to
levels with decreased ownership provisions;8 and
• discontinuing membership in archiving
initiatives such as the LOCKSS Alliance
and PORTICO.
Atkinson deemed such actions to be “failures,” and he is absolutely right. But the fact
is that many libraries today are in fail-fail situations. Librarians might reason that it is better
to face the possibility of failing anticipated
patrons in the future than the certainty of failing
real patrons in the present.
Perhaps history will be unkind to those
who rebel against the perpetual access ideal.
Perhaps decades from now libraries will not
have changed much and librarians will sit at
reference desks and in cataloging departments
lamenting, “If only our precursors hadn’t been
so reckless! Because they chose to sacrifice
long-term access in favor of short-term savings,
there is no affordable way to provide access to
many categories of content that patrons need.”
That is one possibility. Another possibility is
that, in the future, libraries will be utterly transformed. Perhaps the need for many libraries
today to secure perpetual access provisions to
many categories of content will prove to be an
outmoded ritual from what Rick Anderson has
called the era of “information scarcity.”9 Even
more than today, the future promises to be an
era of information abundance. This does not
mean that libraries can abdicate their roles as
“memory institutions,” but, for many, it may
lead to the conclusion that they can be more
selective and less stringent about what they
decide should be retained in perpetuity. Indeed,
in this abundance, it seems probable that, if
content is in demand, market forces will make
it available at an affordable price.
But, of course, much of the preceding
paragraph is speculative. What is certain is
that budget cuts are forcing libraries to make
difficult decisions about their collections. In
this context, the PPV model is appealing, but
it violates the ideal of perpetual access. Every
library will need to determine the extent to
which it compromises this ideal. Those that are
continued on page 16
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more liberal in their compromises may enjoy
short-term savings, but their lack of perpetual
access provisions may subject them to perils
in the future. In contrast, libraries that are uncompromising in their commitment to securing
perpetual access provisions can rest assured
that their collections will continue to be accessible by future generations. However, they will
be investing in the status quo at a time when
everything about libraries is changing.
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and Ashley Ireland (Assistant Professor, Reference Librarian, University Libraries
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Introduction/History:
Murray State University is a mid-sized
regional institution located in rural western
Kentucky. The university currently has an
enrollment of approximately 11,000 and an
FTE of 8383 for the fall semester. In 2005,
following years of passive-reallocation of
one-time purchase funds to serial holdings
funds, Murray State University Libraries
was forced to dramatically cut its journal holdings. For years prior, any journal requested by
the faculty was purchased with no foresight
into the budget growth needed to sustain the
subscription. Thus, many of the titles cut in
2005 were used by few, but
were relied upon by those
who used them. Since 2005,
journal prices have continued
to increase, bringing Murray
State University Libraries to
the point of completely exhausting the holdings budget for the
2009-2010 fiscal year. While
we are committed to not cutting
journal access, we have come to
the decision we must re-evaluate the current continuations
budget and strategy for providing access to content. We also
wanted to tap into the iTunesmodel of selling items on the
unit level rather than the entire
entity. Part of this new strategy
is the implementation of a transactional access
program with Science Direct (Elsevier).

Fall out of Cancellations
Though the 2005 cuts were entirely necessary, they were made with little to no consultation with the faculty who depended upon them.
The administration of the Libraries did little
to explain or justify such cuts, which were
criticized harshly. These cuts occurred within
the same fiscal year as a main floor renovation
to the main library, which led some teaching
faculty to believe that journals were cut to pay
for new carpet and other aesthetic amenities.
Such a dramatic cut with so little explanation
left the libraries being viewed negatively and as
having poor fiscal management skills. Due to
the high cost of scientific materials specifically,
items within those disciplines were hardest hit,
and the relationship between the university
libraries and the departments of the sciences
were the most tumultuous.
In the few years since the 2005 journal
titles cut, nearly all of the faculty within the
university libraries has been replaced. Some
of the journals that were cut were restored
if required for accreditation, or held higher
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priority over other titles which could be cut.
Though the collaborative relationship between
the libraries and those academic departments
which were hardest hit by the journal cut has
improved, there remains a lasting legacy that
seems to cloud communication to this day. It
is our mission to repair these past issues and to
improve upon our relationships with the entire
university community. It is also our mission to
provide access to as much content as possible
to support our students and faculty.

Research of Programs
Before deciding on which pay-per-view/
transactional access program to implement, we
set out to review the literature,
send out emails to colleagues
and listservs, and search publishers’ sites to find available
programs. These inquiries provided us with some information,
and the response from listserv
inquiries resulted in numerous
other entities interested in our
findings, as many libraries are in
the same situation that we found
ourselves.
Based on the information
that we were able to acquire,
we decided that Science Direct
Transactional Access would be
the best program for us at this
point in time. We came to this
conclusion for a variety of reasons, including:
the content coverage, ease of use, negotiation
ability for price due to the fact we had no online
content with Science Direct at the time, and it
was a program with which one of the authors
had familiarity, as he had helped to investigate
and implement at a previous institution and so
was somewhat aware of the process.

Negotiation of Contract and Pricing
We made initial contact with Science Direct
to clarify the differences between their various
programs. From there we worked with our representative to establish which program best met
our needs and allowed us to purchase articles
at the lowest possible cost. Our decision to
opt in to the transactional access program and
to move our Elsevier journal subscriptions to
print-plus-online allowed us to receive a big
reduction in the cost of each article purchased
through the program. Our journal costs did
go up, but because it was and is our plan to
transition as much of our print content to online
in the near future, this decision made sense
both practically and fiscally. The negotiation
process on pricing was very easy and was accontinued on page 18
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